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Awakening for U.S. Manufacturing 
Commercial Aircraft Interiors (CAI) retrofitted interior window shields to 

make face shields in the wake of the Coronavirus – they wonder if more 

virus-related products should have been available before the virus hit? 
 

By Jennifer Ferrero, APR, DTM 

The Coronavirus took the United States by surprise, and one of the greatest impacts was in lack of 

healthcare resources like ventilators, face masks and face shields. Innovation was rapid by many 

regional manufacturers who kicked into gear to offer solutions. One innovator was Commercial Aircraft 

Interiors (CAI) of Arlington, Washington who looked at used interior window shields from commercial 

airplanes and how to make them into face shields.  

The company is owned by a father and son team, Jerry (64) and Dustin Welch (32) and provides 

refurbishment for commercial aircraft. They complete work on aircraft interiors within their 180,000 

square foot facility, which is the largest repair stations building in Arlington. By next year they expect to 

have 220,000 square feet in their facility.  

Their work also takes them to maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) facilities around the region. 

They have also been called onsite around the world for “aircraft on the ground” (AOG) repairs, which 

can often be urgent. An example was when a commercial airline called them to Washington D.C. to 

repair a broken bin. Business Strategist for CAI, Carlos Veliz said, “They paid for 3-days of Dustin’s time 

to go there quickly and fix the bin.”  

They will do a complete interior overhaul on a commercial plane from bins, to seats, interior panels, 

lavatories, galleys and more. Or in some cases, they are machining new parts that are going into a seat 

assembly for another supplier company.  

Because the company is certified both FAA Part 145 (repair station) and Part 21 (parts manufacturer), 

and EASA Certified, they can conduct repairs around the world or on-site for a variety of scopes.  

When the virus hit, they knew they had to help. Veliz said, “It’s devastating. We can only look to history 

with the Spanish flu of 1918 to know what it might be like.”  

Both Veliz and Welch knew they needed to do something immediately and looked to their massive 

inventory for an answer. They realized quickly that the interior window shields could be modified to 

make a face shield, much needed by healthcare professionals.  

They met with Providence Health Services to determine specifications. Within days they had a prototype 

and materials ready to produce the shields.  
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The drawing and plans for the face shields are available to anyone who needs them. The assembly of the 

shields at the CAI location is being conducted by employees. The company decided that instead of 

furloughing employees, why not charge a nominal fee for the shields and keep employees productive?  

The shields are made available first in the surrounding counties: Whatcom, Snohomish, Skagit County, 

Island County and King County. They also determined that the shields should be available for purchase 

by any regional healthcare facility, from hospitals to nursing facilities to urgent care, and testing 

locations.  

The face shields are priced at $20 each for orders of 100+, and $35 each for orders under 100. They 

include a replacement kit with new foam headbands and straps for $4. All technical and tooling costs are 

free. The face shields are re-usable.  

Welch said that the company is happy to help during this critical time. He postulated that the airline 

industry will likely be changed for good with new awareness of hygiene on flights, “It will make the 

airlines take the cleaning and sanitation of aircraft more seriously going forward.” He added that he sees 

more oversight regarding sick people getting on flights in the future.  

Veliz feels that the United States should take heed that more products should be manufactured within 

our borders. He said, “Looking at the United States, we had a good shot in the arm of scarce resources. 

How can we plug into our own market so we can have these things available to us? For capabilities in 

our country, we lack that now. Companies in this country should be saying, we need to have some of 

this basic manufacturing here in the United States.” 

 

 

 


